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1.

SUMMARY

KEMA-Registered Quality Inc. (KEMA) conducted an independent audit of the environmental
management system (EMS) being used by the City of Lawrence Department of Utilities (City of
Lawrence) in managing its biosolids program. The audit was performed October 15 to 19, 2007 at
the request of the National Biosolids Partnership and was interim audit #2 following verification of the
City of Lawrence biosolids EMS in October 2005.
The purposes of this audit were to:
Verify that the biosolids EMS being used by City of Lawrence conforms to requirements of the
National Biosolids Partnership (NBP) Environmental Management System for Biosolids,
comprised of 17 EMS Elements
Confirm that the City of Lawrence biosolids EMS is functioning as intended, with practices
and procedures being performed as documented.
Determine if City of Lawrence is achieving desired outcomes through the use of their biosolids
EMS.
1A. Audit Scope and Methodology
The City of Lawrence Biosolids EMS encompasses pretreatment, biosolids stabilization, storage and
transportation and end use / disposition, with special attention to practices and management
activities that directly support biosolids-related operations, processes, and activities.
The scope of this audit included the following, consistent with NBP requirements for biosolids EMS
interim audits and the overall audit program agreed to by KEMA and the City of Lawrence.
1. Verification of open nonconformances from previous KEMA audits
2. Examination of EMS Outcomes (regulatory compliance, interested party relations,
environmental performance, quality practices)
3. Review of Significant Changes affecting the Biosolids Program, including documentation
4. Continuing Management System Dynamics, including effectiveness reviews for
Management system planning & public participation
Goals and Objectives Process
Communications Program
Corrective and Preventive Action Process
Management Involvement (including Management Review Process)
5. Process Audits:
Contractor & supplier control (vendors, contractors, purchasing)
Competency, awareness & training
Maintenance – water & wastewater treatment
Wastewater pretreatment
Wastewater treatment & solids generation
Report Date: November 7, 2007
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“Reviews” are conducted to assess the overall effectiveness of the process being addressed.
“Audits” are conducted to verify conformance with expectations and requirements of all applicable
requirements of the EMS Elements. Both reviews and audits are performed using sampling
techniques by interviewing key persons involved in each process, observing practices in place and
reviewing pertinent documents and records. Interviews with representative interested parties are
included, as agreed and arranged by City of Lawrence.
This audit was conducted by qualified auditors following NBP Auditor Guidance (August 2007) and
KEMA’s Biosolids EMS Audit Planning Guide. Using sampling techniques, the auditor observed
practices in place, interviewed key persons and reviewed pertinent documents and records to assess
the systematic performance of the process being audited and the consistency of biosolids
management practices with City of Lawrence written procedures.
1B. Summary of Audit Findings
EMS Strengths
During this audit KEMA noted the following strengths in the City of Lawrence biosolids program.
Regulators have very favorable comments about communications and compliance for City of
Lawrence biosolids program.
There is consistent agreement about significant environmental impacts and OHS hazards
indicating this analysis matches actual situations well.
Some managers are performing monthly performance discussions and using these effectively to
develop a continuous improvement approach in their area.
The new employee mentoring program is functioning consistently throughout the organization and
is effective in ensuring employees are qualified to perform unsupervised work.
EMS Outcomes
City of Lawrence’s overall biosolids program is improving through the use of their EMS approach to
managing the program. Recent outcomes in the areas of regulatory compliance, environmental
performance, relations with interested parties and biosolids quality practices are described in the
“Detailed Audit Results” section of this report.
Nonconformances
During this audit, KEMA found five (5) minor nonconformances with respect to the audit criteria.
These nonconformances are described in the “Audit Results” section of this report. Review of these
nonconformances determined that they are not related and do not represent a systemic deficiency.
Corrective Action Plans prepared by the City of Lawrence addressing each of the nonconformances
identified were reviewed by KEMA’s Lead Auditor and found acceptable. Verification of the
effectiveness of corrective actions taken will occur during the next scheduled third party audit.
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Opportunities for Improvement
KEMA noted opportunities for improvement in the City of Lawrence biosolids program that are
described in the Detailed Audit Results section of this report.
1C. Verification Statement
Based on the results of this audit, KEMA has verified the management system for City of Lawrence’s
biosolids program continues to meet the expectations and requirements of NBP’s Biosolids EMS
Program.
1D. Agreements
City of Lawrence will prepare written plans for correcting the nonconformances identified during this
audit and to send them to KEMA’s Lead Auditor by November 19, 2007 (30 days from this audit).
KEMA will review these plans for consistency with NBP requirements and, if acceptable, approve
them for implementation in correcting the nonconformances. The City of Lawrence will implement
the approved plans in a timely manner and review the corrections internally within 6 months. The
effectiveness of actions taken to correct nonconformances will be verified during the next assigned
third party audit. City of Lawrence and KEMA have agreed that interim audit #3 would be a third
party audit and that City of Lawrence will arrange with NBP for that interim audit to occur before
October 12, 2008.
An audit plan for all 4 interim audits has been agreed upon by the City of Lawrence and KEMA.
1E. Appeals
The NBP provides an appeals process for biosolids organizations and interested parties that
disagree with the findings of a third party EMS audit. The verification appeals process involves an
Appeals Board; representing a balance of biosolids management interested parties, including an
environmental advocacy group, and wastewater industry professionals. An appeal must be
submitted within 30 days of the official verification decision or interim audit decision by the Audit
Company. Anyone who may need help in understanding the appeals process should contact the
National Biosolids Partnership staff, Mr. Eugene DeMichele at 703-684-2438, or send an e-mail to:
edemichele@wef.org.
An appeal process is available to persons concerned about the methods and/or scope of this audit.
Further information about this appeal process can be obtained directly from KEMA (contact Pierre
Salle, pierre.salle@kema.com, or Jon Shaver, jon.shaver@kema.com) or from NBP (contact Eugene
DeMichele, edemichele@wef.org).
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2.

AUDIT DETAILS

2A. Local Agency Details
Agency Name:

City of Lawrence Department of Utilities (City of Lawrence in this report)

Facility: City of Lawrence Wastewater Treatment Plant, Lawrence Kansas
Number of Employees = 40 (wastewater only)
Wastewater treated: average 9 to 10 million gallons per day (permitted to 12.5 MGD)
Biosolids production: approximately 1500 tons per year (dry basis) (90% Class B – land application
& 10% Class A – public distribution)
Audit Team
The National Biosolids Partnership assigned KEMA-Registered Quality Inc. to perform this audit on
their behalf. Mr. Jon Shaver arranged and conducted the audit for KEMA. Mr. Shaver is certified by
NBP as a Biosolids EMS Lead Auditor and Biosolids Auditor. KEMA asserts that our firm and
auditors have an independent relationship with the City of Lawrence that meets criteria established
by the National Biosolids Partnership for Third Party Audit Companies and Auditors.
Integrated Audit
This audit was conducted as an integrated audit covering requirements of ISO-14001:2004, OHSAS18001:1999 as well as the NBP EMS Elements (audit criteria).
2B. Reference Materials
The following documents were used as references during this audit:
City of Lawrence EMS Manual (current version dated August 19, 2007)
National Biosolids Partnership “EMS for Biosolids” standard (May 2002)
National Biosolids Partnership Biosolids EMS Third Party Auditor Guidance (August 2007)
National Biosolids Partnership Code of Good Practice
National Biosolids Partnership Manual of Good Practice
2C. Definitions of Audit Findings & Required Corrective Action
Major Nonconformance – a serious omission from requirements and/or other departure that
represents, or could cause, a systemic failure. Major nonconformances must be corrected within 90
days for verification to proceed.
Minor Nonconformance – an isolated departure from requirements that does not represent a
systemic failure. Minor nonconformances require timely and effective correction and verification by
the Third Party Auditor.
Opportunity (for improvement) – possible improvement in the EMS based on auditor observations.
There is no obligation for action in response to these observations.
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3.

AUDIT RESULTS

3A. Significant Changes
City of Lawrence advised NBP and KEMA that no significant changes, other than organizational
changes, have occurred in the past year affecting their biosolids program and/or critical control
points. The organizational changes expanded the responsibilities of some management personnel
and a new Wastewater Treatment Plant Manager was appointed. The Wastewater Treatment Plant
Manager is familiar with the biosolids program and management system. Expansion of the
management system to include water treatment operations did not affect the biosolids program.
3B. EMS Outcomes
Regulatory Compliance
Proactive communication enabled permits for the new Wakerusa plant to be issued with minimum
time and no regulatory concerns.
Environmental Performance
Additional mixing capability for thickened solids resulted in reduced energy use and lower
transportation costs (less water).
Interested Party Relations
A new pump station (PS48) was added in response to public demand for services. Design/build
methods used enabled more flexibility and better energy efficiency in the design.
A proactive public communication program was used following a sewer line rupture and flood in
May, resulting in positive feedback from the public and local media.
Receiving NBP Certificate has been viewed with positive credibility by the local Public Advisory
Committee.
Corrective action taken in response to taste / odor complaints eliminated those complaints and a
survey indicated overall public satisfaction.
Quality Practices
Involvement of Information Systems personnel in LUMS activities, including quarterly meetings,
has enabled quicker resolution of IS issues with SCADA and reconfiguration of routers, resulting in
fewer “nuisance” calls (no false calls), less overtime (estimate $40K/yr reduction) and greater
credibility with staff.
The polymer addition system was streamlined to enable direct feed, resulting in easier startup and
operation, less wasted material and lower maintenance costs.
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3C. Summary of Audit Results by EMS Element
The following summarizes the results of this audit related to the 17 EMS Elements. Details of the
process audits are described in Section 4 of this report. Numbering of nonconformances may not be
sequential since some nonconformances found during the integrated ISO-14001, OHSAS 18001 &
Biosolids EMS audit do not apply to the biosolids program..
Nonconformances

Status
(@ 10/19/07)

(corrective action plans in place and approved)

1. Documentation of EMS for
Biosolids

Conforms

None

2. Biosolids Management
Policy

Conforms

None

3. Identification of Critical
Control Points

Conforms

None

EMS Element

4. Legal and Other
Requirements

5. Goals and Objectives for
Continual Improvement

Minor Nonconformance JS/07-03/biosolids-4
Minor
Nonconformance The documented “Compliance” procedure (LUMS
Manual 2.2) does not fully state how legal and other
requirements are identified, accessed and their
applicability determined.
Minor Nonconformance JS/07-08/biosolids-5
Minor
Nonconformance Some objectives (targets) in place are not presented so
they are measurable.

6. Public Participation in
Planning

Conforms

None

7. Roles and Responsibilities

Conforms

None

8. Training

Minor Nonconformance JS/07-04/Biosolids-8
Minor
Nonconformance It is not clear what is meant by mandatory training in
“legal and other requirements” (LUMS 2.6) or how this
training is done.

9. Communication

Conforms

None

10. Operational Control of
Critical Control Points

Conforms

None

11. Emergency Preparedness
and Response

Report Date: November 7, 2007
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Nonconformances

Status
(@ 10/19/07)

(corrective action plans in place and approved)

12. EMS Documentation,
Document Control and
Recordkeeping

Conforms

None

13. Monitoring and
Measurement

Conforms

None

14. Nonconformances:
Preventive and Corrective
Action

Conforms

None

15. Biosolids Program Periodic
Performance Report

Conforms

None

EMS Element

16. Internal EMS Audits

17. Periodic Management
Review of Performance

Minor Nonconformance JS/07-10/Biosolids-16
Minor
Nonconformance Internal audits have not fully addressed contractor
performance.
Conforms

None

3D. Opportunities (for Improvement)
Measuring the performance (and trends) of LUMS processes could help identify improvement
opportunities.
Management Review procedures (LUMS Manual 5.2) could distinguish between purposes for
“detailed” and “periodic” management reviews. It appears that the former is used for tactical
reasons and the latter for strategic, but this is not stated.
Biosolids program performance could be a separate topic of management reviews to ensure
unique parts of that program are addressed (e.g. effective stakeholder communications).
Internal communication of performance against key indicators could generate conversations and
engage personnel in helping to achieve the targets.
A simple method for reporting and investigating “near-miss” events could be used for involving
employees in the identification of EHS improvement opportunities.
A Supplier Corrective Action Request (SCAR) procedure could help in communicating contractor
deficiencies and improving their performance.
Additional employee training / communication about “critical control points” used throughout the
management system could help in ensuring consistent understanding of the need for operational
controls.
Reports of internal audit results could more clearly provide a conclusion with respect to the stated
purpose of the audit.
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Internal audit results could include corrective action plans to enable management to understand
the root cause of problems and how the problem is being addressed.
The internal audit program could include targeted reviews to determine how specific processes
are functioning and how the interaction between processes could be improved.
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4.

DETAILED AUDIT RESULTS

The National Biosolids Partnership Biosolids EMS Auditor Guidance was used as a guide in
performing each of the reviews and audits described below.
4A. Review of Open Nonconformances
KEMA auditors reviewed corrective action taken in response to the following nonconformances that
remained open from the third party Interim Audit conducted by KEMA in September 2006.
Minor Nonconformance JS 06-02 (Element 3) The written description of how significant
environmental impacts and health & safety hazards are analyzed and critical control points are
determined is not fully consistent with the way the analysis was actually done.
CORRECTIVE ACTION: Review of corrective action taken by the City of Lawrence in response to
the above finding determined that the written description for identifying and analyzing significant
environmental aspects and occupational health and safety hazards / risks and determining critical
control points has been modified and is included in the revised LUMS Manual. This procedure
reflects the actual methods observed during the onsite audit. This nonconformance is now
closed.
Minor Nonconformance JS/06-04 (Element 9) The Communications Program (ref 6007) does not
fully describe procedures for communicating pertinent OHS information and environmental aspects to
employees and is not specific about what biosolids activities are to be communicated, leading to
uncertainty about how this communication is intended to occur.
CORRECTIVE ACTION: Review of corrective action taken by the City of Lawrence in response to
the above finding determined that the written Communications Program has been modified
(LUMS Manual 3.1) to include appropriate internal communication procedures and information
and provides for employee input and consultation through the Safety Committee. Discussion with
employees and review of records confirmed that this practice is in place. This nonconformance is
now closed.
Minor Nonconformance JS/06-05 (Element 15)
The Biosolids Program Performance Report
(January 27, 2006) does not clearly describe progress towards objectives (targets) or contractor
performance and could be more descriptive of compliance.
CORRECTIVE ACTION: Review of corrective action taken by the City of Lawrence in response to
the above finding determined that the Biosolids Program Performance Report issued in 2007
includes progress towards biosolids goals and objectives. This nonconformance is now closed.
4B. Management System Dynamics Review
Review of the management system dynamics includes assessment of the effectiveness of
Management Involvement & Review, Goals & Objectives, Communications and Corrective and
Preventive Action management system processes.
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Communications Program
External communications have been effective in helping the City of Lawrence obtain approval for the
new Wakerusa treatment plant and for avoiding public issues associated with a line rupture in May.
Active participation in the Public Advisory Committee has generated positive feedback from the
public and local media. KDHE and EPA regulatory personnel interviewed feel that the City of
Lawrence has good and effective communications with them and with the public.
Corrective and Preventive Action
An effective Management System Order (MSO) process and database is used to track corrective
actions. This includes tracking positive outcomes analysis to identify effective practices that can be
used throughout the Utility. Nonconformances from previous audits are effectively completed.
Goals and Objectives
Biosolids goals & objectives and related action plans are documented and progress is reviewed
monthly. Biosolids program targets for each prescribed “outcome” area are derived from City
Commission goals and Utility Department overall targets. Progress towards achieving goals and
objectives is on track.
Management Involvement & Review
The Management Reviews process includes detailed monthly meetings and “periodic” strategic
reviews by the Management Team. The most recent strategic review was in December 2006.
Records are kept. The reviews have been effective in maintaining and improving the LUMS and
expanding the system requirements to other parts of the Utility. The principles embodied in the NBP
Code of Good Practice have been extended throughout the Utility Management System, including all
wastewater and water treatment operations.
The above processes were found to be functioning effectively and consistent with NBP expectations
and requirements, except as noted below.
Minor Nonconformance JS/07-08/biosolids-5
presented so they are measurable.

Some objectives (targets) in place are not

4C. Review of EMS Documentation Changes
Description
The City of Lawrence LUMS Manual is intended to cover the full scope of the LUMS, including
wastewater treatment and water treatment operations. As such, it addresses ISO-14001 and
OHSAS-18001 requirements as well as requirements of the NBP EMS Elements. Parts of the
Manual have also been re-written for clarification. Changes in the LUMS Manual related to biosolids
program were reviewed and found to be consistent with NBP expectations and requirements, except
as noted below.
Minor Nonconformance JS/07-03/biosolids-4
The documented “Compliance” procedure
(LUMS Manual 2.2) does not clearly state how legal and other requirements are identified,
accessed and their applicability determined.
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Minor Nonconformance JS/07-09/biosolids-11 It is not clear from documented procedures how
emergency plans are intended to address “accidents and emergency situations associated with
biosolids activities”.
4D. Audit – Management System Planning & Public Participation
The scope of the LUMS has been expanded to cover the entire Utility and the Coordinator formerly
responsible for coordinating the Wastewater Treatment Management System has been assigned
responsibility for coordinating the full LUMS and the scope expansion. Public and regulatory input is
used throughout the system, including public surveys, feedback from public meetings (such as the
Public Advisory Committee) and discussions with regulatory agencies. This process was found to
meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the EMS Elements.
4E. Audit - Contractor & Supplier Control (vendors, contractors, purchasing)
“Key” suppliers and contractors are identified for critical services / products and for significant
environmental, health & safety services, including biosolids transportation and use. Suppliers are
periodically evaluated and an MSO generated to correct any deficiencies. One contractor (Nutriject)
is used to transport and land apply biosolids. No concerns have arisen since Nutriject took over
transportation. Regulators are satisfied with Nutriject’s performance. This process was found to
meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the EMS Elements.
4F.

Audit - Competency, Awareness & Training

Required qualifications for biosolids operators are well defined (Class 2 within 18 months, Class 4
within 36 months). An effective mentoring program is used to ensure new operator competency.
Awareness of requirements of the LUMS, including the biosolids program, are provided through
regular staff meetings. Individual managers determine other training needs. This process was found
to meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the EMS Elements, except as
noted below.
Minor Nonconformance JS/07-04/Biosolids-8
It is not clear what is meant by mandatory
training in “legal and other requirements” (LUMS 2.6) or how this training is done.
4G. Audit – Internal Audit Process
One internal audit has occurred in the past year. That audit covered the full LUMS, including the
biosolids program and results were reported to management and nonconformances were subjected
to the corrective action process. This process was found to meet NBP expectations and conform to
applicable requirements of the EMS Elements, except as noted below.
Minor Nonconformance JS/07-10/Biosolids-16
contractor performance.

Internal audits have not fully addressed

4H. Audit - Maintenance
Separate maintenance organizations exist for water and wastewater treatment plants, although they
all report to the same Utilities Maintenance Manager. Daily tailgate sessions and monthly safety
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meetings discuss ongoing EH&S subjects, including the biosolids program. O&M information is
maintained electronically for the wastewater treatment operations. An active preventive maintenance
program is in use that is based on equipment manufacturers’ recommendations and experience.
Ongoing communication occurs with Operations personnel about maintenance and PM requirements.
This process was found to meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the
EMS Elements.
4I.

Audit - Wastewater Pretreatment

The pretreatment process is used to “protect the plant and collection system against harmful inputs”.
Permits are issued to SIUs and inspections are used to monitor compliance, with exceedances
subject to corrective action plan by the SIU. Incoming wastewater is tested in plant lab (NELAP
certified) and at times by certified contract labs. An annual meeting with SIUs is used to discuss and
explain pretreatment needs and programs. SOPs are available and an excellent document control
system is used. This process was found to meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable
requirements of the EMS Elements.
4J.

Audit - Wastewater Treatment & Solids Generation

Screens and grit removal separate large debris prior to treatment in primary clarifiers. An activated
sludge biological treatment is used to remove dissolved organics and nutrients and secondary
clarifiers remove organic biomass generated in the aeration basins. Biosolids from the secondary
clarifier are either returned to the aeration basins or wasted to dissolved air flotation unit (DAF).
Critical control points are identified and SOPs are available. The SCADA system is used to control
operations and qualified operators know how to use this system and access SOPs. This process
was found to meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the EMS Elements.
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APPENDICES
List of Participants
The following persons participated in this audit. Other persons provided additional explanations, as
necessary.
Name
Position
Organization
Bob Brower
Wastewater Field Operations Mgr
City of Lawrence
Phillip Ciesielski
Asst Director – Utilities Tech Service
City of Lawrence
Robbie Curtis
Admin Support
City of Lawrence
Mark Hegeman
Water & Wastewater Mgr
City of Lawrence
Jeanette Klamm
Utilities Program Mgr
City of Lawrence
Dave King
Utility Maintenance Mgr
City of Lawrence
Beth Frailey Krishtalka Management Analyst
City of Lawrence
Judy Regnier
Wastewater Treatment Plant Mgr
City of Lawrence
Shari Stamer
Water Quality Mgr
City of Lawrence
Dave Wagner
Director
City of Lawrence
Carolyn Woodhead
Lab Technician
City of Lawrence
Interested Parties
Mark Girard
Berla Jackson-Johnson
Tim Kurkowski

Biosolids Coordinator
Biosolids Coordinator
Program Coordinator

KDHE
USEPA Region 7
City of Olathe

List of Documents & Records Reviewed
Calibration sheets (various)
City Commission Goals & Utility Dept goals / targets
(6/25/07)
Contractor responsibilities for compliance
Detailed management review notes 10/10/07, 9/12/07
Employee Performance Review & Development Plan
Employee Report of Event
Hydrant mtce database
Inspection tags – fire extinguishers, safety showers, eye
wash, respirators (various)
Internal audit report 10/10/07
Laboratory Certificates (NELAP)
Log book entries (water treatment plants)
LUMS Manual 8/19/07
LUMS Policy May 23 2007
MSDS (various)
MSO status screens (various)
New Operator training guide (May 2006)
Notice to bidders 11/28/06

Operating charts (various)
Operating parameters / guidelines (Oct 5, Oct 10)
Operations Manual – Kaw
Performance measurement data – Collection
Periodic management review notes 12/06/06
Pretreatment Program Overview
Pretreatment sampling & testing guidance manual
(10/10/07)
Pretreatment SOP list (8/14/06)
Prev mtce database (various entries)
Process system discussion log
Project Fact Sheet
Risk Management Plan (2005)
Staff mtg minutes 10/1/07
Summer guidelines 6/29/06
Turbidity procedure – kaw
Wastewater Utility Annual Performance Report – 2006
Water Treatment Operator Certificates (various)
Work Procedure Checklist (10/10/07)

END OF REPORT
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